Poetic Experience	3
He declares the poem good or beautiful. But does he
feel it as a pretty appeal to sentiment, or as something
a liftle more complex? Does he merely approve of its
simplicity, its compactness of form? Or does the artistry
come home to him, the way, for example, in which sense
and music combine to concentrate one clear note in the
'toning' of the fourth line?  Does the relation between
the simply quiet close and the gravely quiet opening—
* cowslips* for * solemnity* and 'her* for 'all beauty*—
enter intc^the effect upon him ? He may be fully responsive
to these and other elements, even if he does not con-
sciously distinguish them. But in all likelihood he is not,
unless he is capable of feeling the different effectiveness
of Landor's scheme, where the concentration is reserved
for * colder' in the last line—a very centre-point of power,
a marble index of emotion.
Ifipthe supposed reader likes the exquisite lines of
Herrick for a mere prettiness and neatness, it does not
occur to him that he is failing properly to experience the
poem, It is all that he can do to recognize that what he
dislikes, or does not like, may be beyond him: it is much
more difficult to recognize that what he does like is beyond
him, if he likes it for wrong or inadequate reasons. The
indifference of most people to poetry is not what chiefly
causes it to be held in light esteem. The damage is rather
done by those who remain fixed in a half liking* Poetry
has value for them, a genuine value: they rightly judge
of their experience as a pleasure, an amenity added to life.
And, so far, all is well: but they often mistake this ad-
ventitious and rather faint pleasure for an experience of
poetry in its full and true quality, and so the idea is
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